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Abstract: Drunken driving is among the main challenges for road safety by causing worldwide
motor-vehicle crashes with severe injuries and deaths. The reassessment of fitness-to-drive in drivers
stopped for drunken driving includes mainly psychological examinations. The present study aimed
to investigate the effectiveness and the consistency of selected variables of different psychological
driving-related dimensions (i.e., cognitive skills and personality) in discriminating 90 male drinker
drivers (DD) from matched non-drinkers controls. The Montreal Cognitive Assessment (MoCA),
the Mental Rotation Test (MRT), and the Perspective-Taking Test (PT) were administered to assess
overall cognitive functioning, and object- and self-based spatial transformation abilities, respectively.
Participants completed a computerized test measuring resilience of attention (DT), reaction times
(RT), and perceptual speed (ATAVT). The Personality Psychopathology Five scales (i.e., PSY-5:
Aggressiveness-AGGR, Psychoticism-PSYC, Disconstraint-DISC, Negative-Emotionality-NEGE, and
Introversion-INTR) the validity scale (L) and the dissimulation index (F-K) were scored from the
Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory (MMPI-2). A logistic binomial regression analysis
(backward subtraction method) was used to identify discriminant predictors. A prediction analysis
(ROC curve method) was performed on the final model. Results showed that the scores obtained in
MRT, DT, and the personality measures of PSYC, DISC, NEGE, and INTR significantly discriminated
DD from their matched controls with moderate-to-good values of accuracy (0.79), sensitivity (0.80),
and specificity (0.79), as well as a good AUC value (0.89). In some cases, the personality dimensions
provided—reliable—unexpected results. Low scores of PSYC, NEGE, and INTR were found to predict
the membership to the DD group; results are discussed with reference to response management.
Personality measures should be assessed with particular attention in a forensic context because they
are more prone to be feigned than cognitive ones. Overall, the present study confirmed the relevance
of integrating different driving-related psychological dimensions in the evaluation of fitness-to-drive
showing the usefulness of standardized tools for the reassessment of drinker drivers.

Keywords: drunk driving; fitness-to-drive; cognition; spatial transformation skills; personality

1. Introduction

Drunken driving represents one of the most important issues for road safety [1,2].
Alcohol affects the ability to safely manage the vehicle, to stay in the lane and to maintain
a constant speed, also impairing the driver’s concentration and all aspects of driving
safety as, for example, the tendency towards risks [3–5]. Worldwide, driving under the
influence of alcohol and other substances is among the most frequent causes of motor-
vehicle crashes [6]. Despite the great efforts of institutions in preventing drunk driving,
it still can be considered as the most relevant cause of serious injury or death behind the
wheel [1].
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During 2019, in the United States there was a fatality every 52 min in a drunk driving
crash [1]. In the same year, Italy registered an average of 55 road fatalities per million
inhabitants, above average with respect to the other countries of the European Union [7].
A nationwide survey in Italy revealed an increase in citations for drunken driving from
2018. The total number of police-recorded crashes with severe injuries was equal to 58.872
and those with at least one drunk driver were 5.117, constituting 8.7% of the total [7]. This
framework clarifies the detrimental consequences of alcohol consumption on driving safety.
In the Italian context, people stopped for driving under the influence of alcohol undergo
from expensive pecuniary sanction to the driving license suspension, recoverable only by
submitting to a reassessment of fitness to drive (art.186 of the Italian Traffic Laws—“Nuovo
codice della strada”).

1.1. Alcohol, Cognitive Functioning, and Driving Performance

Many studies have focused on the effects of alcohol on both cognition and driving per-
formance [8,9]. Regarding cognition, the alcohol assumption is associated with a decrease in
psychomotor speed, and having an influence on working memory capacity, divided atten-
tion, visual acuity, and perceptual accuracy and speed [3,8,10]. Some scholars have posited
that habitual alcohol consumption mainly causes a restriction of the attentional focus to
most salient environmental cues only, leading to a decreased attentional processing (i.e.,
the attentional-allocation model) [11,12]. Another theoretical approach (i.e., the impaired
response inhibition model) suggested that alcohol affects mainly the response inhibition
rather than the attention focus, leading to impaired inhibition processes of behavioral
activation [13]. Bartholow et al. [8] demonstrated that alcohol affects the response selection
accuracy more than attentional processes in terms of times. Thus, alcohol influences more
the selection of the correct response between competitive alternatives than the processing
speed, leading to negative effects on the response accuracy more than on the response
time [10,13,14]. Therefore, alcohol-related changes in driving performance may reflect
these attentional restrictions with negative effects on road safety [15]. Frontal/executive
functions are also related to the etiology of alcohol-related problems [16]. Executive func-
tion’ deficits are risk factors for the development of alcohol-related disorders, and make
drinkers more exposed to experience problems as a consequence of the assumption [17,18].

Measures of overall functioning also have shown to be associated with driving perfor-
mance of young [19,20], adult [20,21] and old drivers [19,22]. In particular, the score in both
the Montreal Cognitive Assessment (MoCA) [23] and the Mini-Mental State Examination
(MMSE) [24], two of the most widely used tools of mental status in older adults [25],
was found to significantly predict measures of both fitness-to-drive cognitive prerequi-
sites [21,26] and simulated driving performance [19]. The MoCA has been shown as a
useful tool for detecting alcohol-related cognitive changes [27,28] and, in addition to mea-
sures of physical frailty, it has been shown to predict the hospitalization for neurological
problems in people with alcoholic liver disease [29].

Among cognitive domains spatial cognition is generally regarded as a domain highly
affected by the consumption of alcohol [30]. Measures of visuospatial learning, percep-
tion, construction, and memory have been shown to discriminate alcoholic groups from
matched controls, while measures of spatial knowledge discriminated alcoholics with
multiple other drugs from those who abuse alcohol and marijuana or alcohol only [30]. It
was demonstrated that representations and transformations of visuospatial information
play a key role in supporting driving performance and spatial cognitive style predicts
driving behavior [31–33]. Recently, measures of object-and self-based spatial transforma-
tion skills, evaluated through Mental Rotation and Perspective-Taking, respectively, have
been found to predict fitness-to-drive in young and old-adult drivers, and to mediate the
effects of global cognition on both perceptual speed and resilience of attention to traffic
stress [20,26]. Spatial transformation skills are involved in driving activity, supporting
the execution of driving maneuvers and they are sensitive to alcohol-related changes in
cognitive processing [30].
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1.2. The Relationship between Drunk Driving and Driving-Related Personality Traits

Alcohol assumption is associated not only with cognition and performance but also
with dispositional factors (e.g., judgment, aggressiveness, and impulsivity) which, in turn,
were found to be related to driving violations and increased crash risk [34,35].

Early studies on personality showed that impulsivity [36], aggressiveness, sensation-
seeking, antisocial behavior, extraversion, and hostility characterize drinker drivers. Among
these, sensation-seeking was shown as the personality trait with the most consistent pre-
dictive validity on driving measures [37–40]. Higher sensation seekers were more likely
to drive after drinking alcohol, without wearing safety belts, and show low-risk aver-
sion [41–43]. The last decades have witnessed increase in studies focused on the driver’s
attitude toward drink-and-drive, behavioral habits, and values as more strictly determi-
nants of drunken driving suggesting that personality is not enough to predict the drinker
driver behavioral pattern. Previous studies [44] have demonstrated that a positive vision
about the effects of alcohol, a low social desirability, and frequent drinking were stricter
predictors of drinker driver behaviors than personality traits. Attitudes mediated the
relationship between personality and risky driving, showing to be a useful self-reported
measure in predicting recidivism [34,45].

Recently, few studies investigated the role of pathological personality traits in the
evaluation of psychological fitness to drive [40,46,47].

It has been demonstrated that psychopathological personality indicators (PSY-5 scales)
included in the Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory-2 (MMPI-2) [48] could be
useful in the screening of the personality profile of drivers predicting their traffic stress
resilience and reaction times [40].

Following the PSY-5 model, the personality traits of Aggressiveness (AGGR), Psy-
choticism (PSYC), Disconstraint (DISC), Negative-Emotionality/Neuroticism (NEGE), and
Introversion (INTR) constitutes five broad traits underlying individual differences that
could impact clinical problems [48]. Aggressiveness refers to the use of anger and aggres-
sion to alarm others and to achieve aims [49]. Psychoticism refers to detachment from
reality with alienation while Disconstraint refers to the entity to which behavior is related to
future consequences [47]. Introversion reflects how much respondents are focused on their
own thoughts, feelings, and mood while Negative-emotionality is a measure of anxiety
and sensitivity to the danger [47]. Strictly associated with sensation-seeking, Disconstraint
is indicative of neuro-behavioral disinhibition and is related to the persistence of alcohol
use and abuse [50]. Together with Neuroticism, Disconstraint is associated with aspects
of addictive behaviors [51–53]. On the other hand, Introversion seems inversely related
to road crashes and aberrant driving behaviors [52] while it was found to predict motor
speed in young and adult drivers [40].

Despite the PSY-5 scales having been shown as useful measures able to detect alcohol-
associated personality problems, their usefulness in assessing the drinker drivers’ person-
ality for relicensing purposes has not been previously investigated.

Furthermore, it is known that self-reported measures of personality are particularly
affected by response management [54]. During a forensic evaluation for the reassessment
of fitness to drive, people tend to dissimulate undesirable aspects of their behaviors. This
probably is associated to the face validity of scales; that is, the extent to which the content
of items appears obvious and clearly recognizable.

With reference to the scales of the MMPI-2 the impression management was found to
significantly affect responses to both the basic clinical scales, the content scales, and the
PSY-5 scales in participants who underwent to a parental suitability assessment [55,56].
The validity scales of the MMPI were introduced to detect the acceptability of the protocol
for the interpretation [57]. Moreover, these scales provide qualitative information on the
response’s distortion. For example, the Lie (L) scale detect the respondent’s attempt to be
defensive [58]; high scores in L scale point out the tendency to positively manipulate the
self-image during an assessment [59]. The F-K index or ‘Gough index of dissimulation’ [60],
the score difference between the validity scales F and K, is considered a measure of both
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defensiveness and malingering [58]. While a high F-K index indicates the respondent’s
tendency to malinger by overreporting psychopathology [58,61,62], a low index suggests a
defensive profile underreporting psychopathology [56,58,61].

What happens is that in the context of fitness-to-drive reassessment, it is likely that
respondents are highly motivated to both provide a positive self-image in self-reported
questionnaire [63,64] and show their maximum performance in cognitive and driving tasks.
While self-reported data could be considered potentially and intrinsically affected by faking
good, the performance in cognitive and driving tasks is less exposed to this bias. To date, it
is unclear which driving-related measures are most affected by the response management
of drinker drivers, and which psychopathological personality traits are mostly affected by
response manipulations in these samples.

1.3. The Assessment of Fitness-to-Drive

Different evaluation tools have different sensitivity in detecting alcohol-related changes
in driving performance [10]. The sensitivity to the effect of alcohol is greater if evaluated
through driving performance tests (e.g., Driving Simulation—DS; On-Road driving Tests—
ORT) and tasks of controlled performance (i.e., oculomotor coordination) than in tests
evaluating the automatic performance (i.e., simple and choice reaction tests) [10].

The ORT, the DS, and measures of divided attention seems to be highly sensitive to
the estimation of alcohol-related impairment at low doses [65]; measures of visuospatial
functioning, visual tracking, perception, and cognitive tests are only sensitive to high
doses [10,65,66]. In their review, Jongen et al. [10] concluded that go/no-go tasks and
measures of divided attention are highly sensitive at medium and high blood alcohol
concentration levels, also showing the consistent sensitivity of driving performance tests at
medium levels. Overall, the ORT showed to be more sensitive in detecting alcohol impair-
ments when compared to DS assessments, which, in turn, suffer a lack of shared protocols
and standardized measures [66]. Anyway, according to authors, limited information is
currently provided in terms of which specific laboratory tasks should be included for the
identification of drinker drivers in the assessment of driving fitness. This knowledge gap
assumes greater importance considering that drivers who attend a relicensing assessment
are evaluated in a sober state. One of the aims of the assessment is to detect patterns of
alcohol-related cognitive signs associated to the likelihood that the driver gets behind the
wheel after drinking.

Laboratory tests are a cost-effective standardized screening in assessing driving be-
havior as well as fitness-to-drive [67,68] and have been shown to be able in detecting
alcohol related behavioral signs demonstrating consistent reliability across studies [69,70].
The laboratory assessment of fitness-to-drive includes the computerized evaluation of
its cognitive prerequisites (i.e., Alertness, Attention, Simple and Choice reaction, Visual
perception, Perceptual speed, etc.). These instruments provide several advantages because
of their low cost, handling, standardization, and predictive validity on both simulated and
on-road naturalistic driving. For example, it was demonstrated that the Motor-Free Visual
Perception Test (MVPT-revised) [69], developed as a valid measure of visual processing
skills, showed high predictive validity on driving skills and it was associated to highway
safety and on-road driving, with good sensitivity to the effects of alcohol [71–74]. The
DRIVESC package of the Wien Test System is a computerized screening task evaluating the
resilience of attention, reaction times, and perceptual speed. This was recently used for
identifying psychological fitness-to-drive among intoxicated drivers [73]. In their study,
Nechtelberger et al. [73] demonstrated that the driving-related cognitive prerequisites
were influenced by age and measures of fluid intelligence in drivers caught under the
effect of alcohol or drugs. Authors showed also that driving related personality traits (i.e.,
emotional instability, self-control, and the sense of responsibility) contributed to explaining
the performance [73].

Overall, literature on the assessment of psychological fitness-to-drive seems to sug-
gest that a multi-dimensional approach including cognitive, behavioral, and personality
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evaluation is needed to achieve more accuracy for both relicensing and prevention. More-
over, it remains unclear if a comprehensive protocol of evaluation of the psychological
fitness-to-drive could be able to identify personality and cognitive patterns associated to
drinker drivers far away by the intoxication episode.

1.4. The Present Study

As stated above, a great part of the literature on the psychological evaluation of
drinker drivers was mainly focused on the study of both the long-term effects of alcohol on
driving measures and on the impaired driving performance under the effects of alcohol.

Conversely, more studies should be devoted to investigating cognitive and personality
signs of drinker drivers assessed in a sober state.

The general objective of this study was to investigate cognitive and personality char-
acteristics associated to drinker drivers (DD), already stopped for drunken driving, com-
paring them with non-drinker drivers paired for age and education. In particular, the
study assessed the usefulness of a selected pool of cognitive, behavioral, and personality
measures in discriminating DD from matched non-drinkers controls. Measures of both
cognitive functioning (MoCA) and spatial transformation abilities (i.e., Mental Rotation and
Perspective Taking) were taken as cognitive factors. Driving skills were assessed by using
the DRIVESC package of the Wien Test System [74] considering resilience of attention, reac-
tion speed, motor speed, and perceptual speed, separately. The Lie scale of validity (L) and
the Gough dissimulation index (F-K) were scored from the validity scales of the MMPI-2
questionnaire. Finally, personality traits from the PSY-Five model [75] (i.e., Aggressiveness—
AGGR, Psychoticism—PSYC, Disconstraint—DISC, Negative-Emotionality—NEGE, and
Introversion—INTR) were considered as personality predictors.

The study was also aimed to test the hypothesis that different psychological measures
could differentially discriminate the DD fitness-to-drive depending on different manage-
ability of responses and performances. It was hypothesized that performance measures
would have showed higher efficiency in discriminating groups than self-reported ones.
Among cognitive measures, complex cognitive tasks, requiring high processing effort
such as imagined spatial transformations, were expected to show higher discriminative
capability rather than measures of mental status which in turn require less cognitive effort.
Moreover, following the classification of driving-related human factors given by Elander
et al., [76] intrinsic factors to driving; that is, driving skills (i.e., in our study: resilience
of attention, reaction times, and perceptual speed) are expected to be highly sensitive in
discriminating DD. Measures of cognition (i.e., MoCA, MRT, and OPT) and personality
(AGGR; PSYC, DISC, NEGE, and INTR), which instead were classified as factors extrinsic
to driving by Elander et al. [76], are expected to be less sensitive in discriminating the
group membership with differences among scales. Considering measures of cognition,
both the overall functioning and the spatial transformation skills were previously shown to
be sensitive to both the driving capability and the effects of alcohol [26,27,29]. Considering
personality scales, AGGR [77], DISC, and NEGE [51,52] were expected to characterize more
the DD group than the control group which in turn was expected to show higher scores of
INTR [53]. No effects were expected for the PSYC personality trait. Finally, the Lie scale
and the tendency to dissimulation were expected to be higher in DD participants than in
controls. Table S1 resumes the expected discriminatory capability for cognitive measures,
driving skills, and personality traits.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Participants

According to the Italian traffic laws, drivers stopped for drunk driving with a Blood
Alcohol Concentration (BAC) level between 0.8 and 1.5 g/l are subjected to a driving license
revision through a deep medical and psychological assessment carried on by an in-charge
medical committee. Ninety offenders—all males—(age M ± SD = 38.2 ± 13.6; level of
education M ± SD = 11.3 ± 3.54, years) stopped for the first time for drunk driving by the
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police, were consecutively recruited in the study between May 2019 and December 2020
with the help of the local medical committee of Bari, Italy (Commissione Medica Locale—
ASL Bari). During the recruitment period, no females were required to be relicensed.
Participants in this group were tested after a month of sobriety (i.e., submitting clinical
blood tests) from the intoxication event. As stated by McKnight and colleagues [78] people
have been stopped driving under the influence of alcohol, can be considered frequent
alcohol consumer, and in turn, drinker drivers (DD).

Participants were matched with ninety male volunteer non-drinker drivers; all were
Italian active drivers paired for age and level of education (i.e., age M ± SD = 38.2 ± 17.9;
level of education M ± SD = 11.7 ± 2.64). Control participants were enrolled with the
support of a proxy informant and matched by using the Propensity Score Matching (PSM),
performed with ‘matching’ package of R software [79]. They were required: (i) to hold a
valid current driving license; (ii) to have normal or corrected vision; (iii) have driven more
than one time within the last month; (iv) to be teetotal; (v) have never been sanctioned
for drunk driving, and (vi) not to be or to have been in the past a professional driver. All
participants had a car driving license and the years of license were almost equal for the
two groups (DD: M ± SD = 19.4 ± 13.2; Controls: M ± SD = 19.7 ± 16.2).

All participants signed their informed consent before the enrolment in the study. The
Ethical Committee of the Department of Education, Psychology, and Communication of
the University of Bari approved the study protocol, and the whole study was performed
following the Helsinki Declaration and its later amendments.

The final sample size far exceeded the criterion of a 10:1 ratio between participants
and independent variables included in the model [80], and it was considered adequate to
warrant the correct rejection of the null hypothesis.

2.2. Materials and Procedures

All participants were in a good general state of physical and psychological health at
the time of the assessment session. The participants in both groups were subjected to the
same experimental protocol comprising demographic questionnaire, a cognitive evaluation,
a computerized evaluation of the fitness-to-drive, and a personality questionnaire. A brief
interview was administered by supervised trainees in clinical neuropsychology (i) to
collect demographic information; (ii) to exclude neurodegenerative and vision/acoustics
disorders, and (iii) to gather information about participant’s driving rates. After completing
the interview, all participants completed the below-described tests.

2.2.1. Cognitive Functioning

The Montreal Cognitive Assessment (MoCA) [23] was administered to evaluate partic-
ipants mental status. The MoCA briefly assess a wide range of cognitive domains including
visuospatial/executive, naming, attention, language, abstraction, memory, and orienta-
tion. Raw scores are reported on a 30-point scale and one adjunctive point is provided
for those participants with <12 years of education. A cut-off score = 17 was found as the
best one for discriminating participants with probable cognitive impairment in an Italian
sample [81,82].

2.2.2. Spatial Transformation Skills

To assess participants’ spatial transformation skills both the Mental Rotation Test
(MRT) [83] and the Object-Perspective Taking Test (OPT) [84] were administered. The
MRT, a measure of object-based spatial transformation, is composed of 20 items (i.e., two-
dimensional drawings of tri-dimensional figures) that includes a criterion figure and four
response options (i.e., two correct and two distractors). Correct alternatives have a rotated
structure but identical to the criterion. Participants must find the two figures out of four
that represented rotations of the criterion. The test is divided into two parts, and 3 min are
provided to accomplish each part. The entire procedure takes about 10 min.
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The OPT [85] provide a measure of self-based spatial transformation skills. It is
composed of 12 items that shows a configuration of seven objects drawn on the top half
of the sheet paper. Participants have to imagine being at the position of one object (A),
facing another object (B), and to indicate the direction to a third object (C; the target). In
the bottom half of the sheet paper, the imagined standing point (A) was in the center of a
drawn circle while the imagined heading point (B) was represented by an arrow pointing
vertically up. Participants have to draw an arrow from the center of the circle pointing
the direction of the target (C). The item score is the absolute directional error that is the
deviation in degrees between the observed answer and the correct direction to the target.
The total score is the average deviation across items. High total scores indicate lower level
of ability in OPT. The time limit to accomplish the test was 5 min. The entire procedure
takes about 10 min.

2.2.3. Fitness-to-Drive Screening

The cognitive prerequisites for fitness-to-drive were assessed by using the Drivesc
package of the Vienna Test System [74]. It is a computerized test divided into three
subtasks which evaluates the resilience of attention (Determination Test; DT), reaction
times (Reaction Speed: RS and Motor Speed: MS) and the perceptual speed (Adaptive
Tachistoscopic Traffic Perception Test (ATAVT), respectively. The apparatus includes an
ergonomic response panel, foot pedals, a standard audio output device (headset), and a
video screen. The experimental screening took approximately 25 min.

The RT involves the ability to respond as quickly and accurately as possible to specific
auditory and visual stimuli. It provides two distinct measures, namely Reaction speed (i.e.,
the time taken to initiate the physical movement) and Motor speed (i.e., the time between
the moment in which the participant’s finger leaves the rest button and the moment in
which the reaction button is pressed). Times are taped in milliseconds: a short time of
reaction (i.e., high visual and motor reaction speed) corresponded to a higher ability to
quickly respond.

The DT is a measure of resilience of attention. Participants must react as quickly
and accurately as possible to changing acoustic and visual stimuli different for frequency
and colors, respectively. The software varies the speed of stimuli presentation, through
a computer adaptive system, based on the respondent’s ongoing performance in terms
of accuracy (i.e., hits, omissions, and false alarms) and response delay (i.e., milliseconds),
providing a unique score.

The ATAVT measures the ability to quickly gain an overview of the traffic scenario.
This subtask was administered in the right-hand traffic form according to the Italian Traffic
Laws. Pictures of traffic scenarios were presented very briefly after an acoustic cue. After
each picture, the participants must select which one, or more, objects out of a provided list
of five (i.e., motorcycles/bicycles, automobiles, traffic signs, traffic lights, and pedestrians)
they have perceived. The total score is the number of correct responses (omissions and
false alarms are also recorded).

The total scores of the three subtasks were reported as percentile ranks with higher
scores indicating a better performance. The entire procedure was made clear to the partici-
pants beforehand. All participants were assessed individually in a silent and well-lit room,
without disturbances. Participants in the experimental group were assessed at the mobility
center of the city while those in the control group in the Department of Psychology of
the University with the same apparatus. Each assessment session was accomplished by
instructed research assistants and lasted 60–90 min, with breaks provided as requested
by participants.

2.2.4. Personality Assessment

The Personality Psychopathology Five traits were scored from the entire pool of items
of the Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory-2 (MMPI-2). The MMPI-2 [86] is a
567-items questionnaire widely used for the evaluation of the personality profile. It includes
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true-or-false answers. Scores of personality scales are reported as T-scores. Following the
Italian validation of the MMPI-2 [87], a T-score equal or greater than 65 represented
a clinically relevant score. The PSY-5 scale includes traits of aggressiveness (AGGR),
psychoticism (PSYC), constraint (DISC), negative emotionality/neuroticism (NEGE), and
introversion (INTR). According to the Personality Psychopathology Five model [48], these
five broad traits are relevant in everyone’s daily living and describe individual differences
that could impact clinical problems. The Lie scale of validity (L) was reported as a T-score.
The “Gough dissimulation index” (F-K) was obtained by the raw score difference between
the validity scales F and K.

2.3. Statistical Analysis

The data were analyzed using SPSS 21.0 [88] and Jamovi 1.0.7 [89] statistical software.
Two steps of analysis were performed: (a) preliminary descriptive and univariate mean
comparisons, and (b) binomial regression. The first step of the analysis was aimed to clarify
the univariate relationships between the criterion (i.e., people stopped for DD vs. control)
and the predictors (selected measures of cognition: MoCA, MRT, OPT; personality: PSY-5
scales, Lie scale, dissimulation index; and fitness-to-drive: DT, RS, MS, ATAVT) of the
subsequent logistic multiple regression. Backward stepwise method was used to minimize
the number of relevant predictors in classifying group membership (out if criterion: p > 0.1).
The remaining predictors were then entered into a final predictive model according to
following formula:

Ln (odds of Y) = a + b1 .x1 + b2 .x2 + b3 .x3 . . . + bn .x,

where Y is the dependent variable (i.e., group membership), a is a constant, b are the re-
gression coefficients and the x are the independent variables (i.e., psychological indicators).
For a certain score obtained in each measure, the probability of belonging to the group of
drivers stopped for drunken driving can be obtained considering the following formula:

p (x; b, w) =
1

1 + e−(a+x1B1+x2B2+x3B3...+xnBn)

by replacing the x of the predictor (B) with the score obtained in the corresponding
test/scale. The term a indicates the intercept of the regression, all B’s refer to regression
coefficients, while the e represents the Euler’s number. Minimizing the misclassification
rate, one should predict Y = 1 when p ≥ 0.5 and Y = 0 when p < 0.5. The accuracy of the
model was assessed by calculating the area under the Receiver Operating Characteristics
Curve (ROC curve; area under curve—AUC) which indicates the relative sensitivity and
specificity of the model.

3. Results
3.1. Descriptive Statistics and Preliminary Analyses

Means, standard deviations, correlation coefficients, and reliability measures for the
variables employed in the study are shown in the Supplementary Table S2. All participants
included in the study showed a valid and interpretable personality profile (T-scores: L < 65;
F < 65). Negative associations were found between age and measures of overall cognition,
spatial transformation skills, and all the observed driving prerequisites. Age was negatively
associated with personality measures of DISC, in both groups. The increase in age was
associated with a reduction in performance. Cognitive measures (i.e., MoCA, MRT, and
OPT) were found positively correlated within them and with driving measures. Measures
of DISC and INTR were positively associated with the resilience of attention and reaction
speed, respectively.

The results of t-tests revealed significant differences between the two groups (i.e., DD
and controls) in the MRT performance (i.e., Welch’s-t(173) = 3.21, p < 0.01, d = 0.480), and in
RS performance (i.e., t(178) = −2.60, p < 0.01, d = 0.389) as well as in some personality traits
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(i.e., PSYC: t(178) = 3.65, p < 0.001, d = 0.545; DISC: t(169) = −3.49, p < 0.001, d = −0.521;
NEGE: t(178) = 7.07, p < 0.001, d = 1.54; and INTR: t(178) = 6.07, p < 0.001, d = 0.908; F-K:
t(178) = 2.31, p = 0.022). Participants in the DD group performed significantly worse at
the MRT than those in the control group, showing also lower RS, lower scores of NEGE
and INTR, higher scores of DISC, and a higher tendency to dissimulate. No significant
difference was found between groups considering the other employed variables (i.e., age,
level of education, MoCA, OPT, DT, MS, ATAVT, AGGR, and L). The years of driving
license were not significantly different between the two groups (t(178) = 0.180, p < 0.857,
d = 0.026).

3.2. Binomial Logistic Regression and ROC Curves

First, all the independent variables were entered as cognitive (i.e., MoCA, MRT, and
OPT), driving ability (i.e., DT, RS, MS, and ATAVT), and personality (i.e., AGGR, PSYC,
DISC, NEGE, INTR, L, and F-K) predictors of the group variable. The initial model with all
the 14 predictors had a -2LL of 139.325, a Nagelkerke R2 of 0.611, and classified 80.6% of
cases correctly. After eight backward stepwise iterations the final model included seven
predictors (Table 1), had a -2LL of 143.672, a Nagelkerke R2 of 0.593, and correctly classified
79.4% of cases. Except for MoCA, significant results were found for the effects of all
predictors retained in the final model (i.e., MRT; DT; PSYC; DISC; NEGE; and INTR) and
reported in Table 1.

Table 1. Parameters for the final binomial logistic regression model. Regression coefficient, standard error, z-value, Wald χ2,
degrees of freedom and related p-value, odd ratio and 95% confidence interval are reported for each predictor included in
the final model.

95% Confidence Interval

B SE Z Wald χ2 Df p OR Lower Upper

MoCA 0.1580 0.0888 1.78 3164 1 0.075 1.171 0.984 1.394
MRT −0.0679 0.0278 −2.45 5980 1 0.014 0.934 0.885 0.987
DT −0.0221 0.0108 −2.04 4164 1 0.041 0.978 0.958 0.999

PSYC −0.0630 0.0313 −2.01 4052 1 0.044 0.939 0.883 0.998
DISC 0.1153 0.0255 4.53 20,509 1 <0.001 1.122 1.068 1.180
NEGE −0.1303 0.0340 −3.84 14,713 1 <0.001 0.878 0.821 0.938
INTR −0.0927 0.0253 −3.67 13,469 1 <0.001 0.911 0.867 0.958

According to the aim of the study, the evaluation of the potential usefulness of the
final model of variables in differentiating people at their first stop for drunk driving from
non-stopped controls was carried out. The AUC value of the final model was 0.89, with
sensitivity equal to 0.80, specificity equal to 0.79, and an accuracy of 0.79. The ROC curve
is reported in Figure 1. The result suggested the effectiveness of the tested protocol of
assessment in detecting DD drivers.
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4. Discussion

This study aimed to detect distinctive cognitive and personality characteristics of
drivers caught for drunk driving able in discriminating them from non-drinker driver
controls. The effectiveness and consistency of a selected pool of cognitive, behavioral, and
personality driving-related variables was tested in discriminating male drivers stopped
for drunk driving from paired controls by evaluating its sensitivity and specificity in
classifying drivers as belonging to one of the two groups.

Differences between participants’ groups were found in measures of reaction speed,
mental rotation, psychoticism, disconstraint, negative-emotionality, introversion, and in
the dissimulation index. DD participants showed lower reaction speed and mental rotation
ability than controls also reporting a lower level of Psychoticism, Negative-Emotionality,
and Introversion. Moreover, DD participants showed a higher level of disconstraint and
a greater tendency to dissimulate than controls. Based on the binomial logistic regres-
sion analysis, measures of mental rotation, the resilience of attention, and the personality
measures of Psychoticism, Disconstraint, Negative-Emotionality, and Introversion signif-
icantly discriminated drivers stopped for drunken driving from their matched controls
with adequate values of both sensitivity and specificity. Measures of overall cognitive
functioning, evaluated with the MoCA, showed a non-significant effect in predicting the
group membership. Anyway, this measure was retained in the final predictive model
contributing to the explained variance. Considering that DD participants were assessed
in a sober state this result suggests that cognitive measure assessed with the MoCA is not
particularly sensitive to detect differences in cognition in the two groups.

In particular, the final model showed moderate-to-good values of accuracy (0.79),
sensitivity (0.80) and specificity (0.79) in predicting groups membership, as well as a very
good AUC value (0.89), and a number of correct classifications, slightly under 80%. No
significant results were found for the effect of perspective-taking skills, the remaining driving
skills (reaction, motor, and perceptual speed), and personality scales (AGGR, L, F-K).

The reassessment of fitness-to-drive in DD represents an important issue for road
safety. Previous studies focused on the usefulness of laboratory testing for the assessment of
both the long-term effects of alcohol consumption on driving performance and the driving
performance under the effects of alcohol. These studies identified how cognitive functions,
and personality traits were influenced by the effects of alcohol behind the wheel. Less
is known on which specific cognitive and personality characteristics are associated with
drinker drivers and are able in discriminating them in a sober state from non-drinker drivers.
The effort of the present work was oriented to provide a comprehensive psychological
profile of the DD caught for drunken driving. For this purpose, the study was conducted
including a sample of drivers at their first stop for drunken driving, which was evaluated in
a sober state and compared to non-drinker matched controls. Overall, the present study
showed the clinical usefulness of selected psychological (i.e., cognitive, behavioral, and
personality) variables in discriminating DD from matched controls. An application of the
logistic regression formula based on the results of the present study is provided to estimate
the probability to belong to one of the two groups (supplementary File S3). The interested
reader should consider that the estimation is suitable (and should be taken with caution) for
male drivers aged from 18 to 79 with a schooling ranging from 5 to 24.

4.1. Mental Rotation

Mental rotation skills showed to significantly predict the likelihood of group mem-
bership among participants. The group of DD performed significantly worse than their
paired controls. While previous studies found no significant effects of alcohol assumption
on the mental rotation ability [90], more recent studies have shown alcohol-related changes
in the neural activation underlying the execution of rotation tasks [70]. Considering the
results presented here, the worse mental rotation performance of DD compared with con-
trols is supposed to be (1) the effect on performance of stable changes in the brain for the
effect of a persistent alcohol use or (2) the effect of associations between a poor mental
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rotation ability (no alcohol-related) with the assumption of maladaptive behaviors such as
driving in a state of intoxication. The last assumption implies common cognitive deficits
relating to poor mental rotation abilities with the likelihood of driving after drinking and
being caught for drunken driving. Working memory is considered a relevant executive
function associated with mental rotation skills [91,92]. Moreover, a poor working memory
capability together with reduced inhibition was found associated with the relapse after a
period of sobriety in people whit alcohol-related disorders [93]. It seems likely that the
relationship between poor mental rotation abilities and the membership to the DD group is
influenced by executive functions deficits that make the driver less efficient in mentally
manipulating objects and visual scenes as well as being prone to driving violations. This
explanation was supported by the significant effect of both resilience of attention (DT) and
Disconstraint (DISC) among predictors, which involve measures of response inhibition
and both attentional and behavioral control. Such pattern of associations deserves further
and more detailed investigation.

4.2. Resilience of Attention

The present study showed the significant—weak—effect of the resilience of attention
in discriminating DD from controls. The determination test is a complex reaction task
in which irritating feelings and psychological stress are elicited, providing a measure of
behavioral control [74]. According to Jongen et al. [68] this task is often used to assess the
pharmacological and drug-induced driving impairment. Among the set of cognitive-motor
prerequisites for fitness-to-drive, the resilience of attention to traffic stress was the one that
remains as significant predictor in the final model. The complex interrelation between
stress vulnerability and alcohol consumption and craving has been deepen investigated
highlighting bidirectional influences [94]. An excessive alcohol use was found to be
triggered by craving in reaction to stress after an abstinence period [95]. Previous studies
have demonstrated that both early life adversities [96,97] and the experimental-induced
stress are associated with alcohol-related behaviors [98] by showing the influence of past,
chronic, and acute stress on both alcohol seeking and consumption. This evidence shows
that a greater vulnerability to stress may be the cause of alcohol seeking and consumption
and may suggest, together with results of the present study, the key role of a low resilience
to stress. Conversely, chronic-alcohol consumption may be considered as a stressor by
activating the hypothalamic–pituitary–adrenal axis (HPA) [99] and neuroadaptation with
consequences on cognitive and behavioral control processes.

This result also provide support for the evidence on the association between executive
functions deficits and alcohol-related behaviors [17,18]. According to Day et al. [16] the
exact links by which this occurs are not completely clear. In any event, deficits in set shifting,
updating, and inhibition may respectively influence both the ability to engage in coping
strategies to deal with alcohol-related stimuli and the ability to resist to engage in drinking
behaviors [16]. The result presented here extends this evidence to risky driving behaviors.

Finally, the result presented here confirms that measures of complex performance are
stronger predictors of fitness-to-drive compared with measures of simple-reaction [100],
extending this evidence to the evaluation of fitness-to-drive in DD drivers.

4.3. Personality Traits

Four out of five personality scales showed a significant effect in the final predic-
tive model: Psychoticism, Disconstraint, Negative-Emotionality, and Introversion. No
significant result was found for the effects of both the Lie scale and the dissimulation index.

Results showed that participant who reported higher scores in Disconstraint, and
lower scores in Psychoticism, Negative-emotionality, and Introversion were more likely to
be classified in the group of DD. The association between the personality trait of Discon-
straint and greater persistence of alcohol related behaviors has been previously shown [50].
Disconstraint scale reflects the extent to which behavior can be constrained by future conse-
quences [101]. Moreover, the Disconstraint scale involves measures of offending attitudes
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and norm violation [52], and it was found associated with non-violent delinquency in
adolescence [102,103]. In this study, drivers with higher scores of Disconstraint were more
likely classified as members of the DD group. This result showed the association between
Disconstraint and drunken driving, suggesting that the evaluation of this personality trait
may be useful in detecting potentially unsafe drinker drivers.

Conversely, participants with higher scores of Psychoticism, Negative-Emotionality,
and Introversion were more likely classified in the group of controls. Previous studies
showed associations between Negative-Emotionality and drinking behavior [51,104].

Notwithstanding, Negative-Emotionality is considered a measure of the sensitivity
of the danger detection and anxiety and was found associated with risk-avoidance and
inhibition [48,52]. Considering the above, the results presented here showed that drivers
with a low level of Negative-Emotionality—characterized by poor behavioral inhibition and
low risk-aversion—are prone to drive under the effect of alcohol. Similarly, lower scores
of Introversion were found more likely distinctive of DD drivers. The introversion scale
assesses the tendency to which people are focused on their feeling, mood, and thoughts
and reflects low sociability [52]. Previous studies have discussed the association between
Introversion and both avoidance behaviors [105] and inhibition [48]. Results presented
here showed that low scores in this scale—being associated with low behavioral control—
predicted the membership in the DD group. This result potentially suggests that the low
behavioral control may act as a risk factor of the likelihood of being engaged in drinking
and driving behaviors and being caught for DUI violation among drinkers. The last two
results revealed that the pattern of internalizing traits could be considered a marker of safe
driving habits, suggesting the usefulness of both Negative-Emotionality and Introversion
personality scales in discriminating the psychological fitness-to-drive among DD. In our
opinion, both low Introversion and low Negative-Emotionality are: (a) relevant markers of
recidivism in drinker drivers with an history of driving under the influence; and (b) more
tentatively, a sign of the risk of being caught for drunken driving. Furthermore, it cannot
be ruled out that the lower scores in Psychoticism, Negative-Emotionality, and Introversion
observed in the DD group could be partially attributable to the lower desirability of signs
expressed by the items of these scales compared with those of the DISC personality scale.
The items included in PSYC, NEGE, and INTR scales in many cases can be referred to
symptoms that are clearly recognizable even by unexperienced people [106,107]. It is
plausible to assume that these scales are more likely subjected to self-deception/impression
management than the DISC scale. On the other hand, it cannot be excluded an effect of
response management even for the DISC scale. It is likely that for items of the DISC scale
the impression management acted toward an inverse and positive direction (in contrast to
the other PSY-5 scales); indeed, the items of the DISC scale could be interpreted as indicative
of alertness, readiness, and quickness of movements and thoughts and in turn as desirable
behavioral characteristics, particularly for drivers who are submitted to reassessments of
the fitness-to-drive.

Overall, this study addressed the integration of different psychological dimensions for
the psychological assessment of drinker drivers. The results of the present study are limited
to (a) a sample of male drivers forced to pass the visit to regain their driving license, limited
to (b) DD drivers stopped with a BAC level equal or greater than 0.8 g/L and evaluated far
away from the episode of intoxication. Moreover, in the present study no information was
collected on the history of alcohol abuse. Further research could offer different theoretical
and methodological improvements. First, the inclusion of a balanced group of female
drivers could be helpful in controlling gender-related effects on psychological driving-
related measures. In this regard, it cannot be overlooked that the number of men who ask
to be re-authorized to drive is enormously higher than the number of women, at least in
the cultural context of the present study. Furthermore, a stringent study on the long-term
effects of alcohol use by manipulating the interval between the moment of intoxication
and that of the assessment would be of great interest and importance. The inclusion of a
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non-teetotal control group of drivers would allow the study to have a greater impact with
more representative results.

Finally, further research needs to be conducted to extend this investigation by com-
paring the performance of occasional and habitual drivers under the influence of alcohol
and other substances, which would also include new variables such as attitudes toward
drunken driving, general values, road traffic culture, and behavioral habits.

5. Conclusions

The present study provided suggestions on the suitability of widely used standardized
measures of cognition, personality, and complex tasks connected to driving in discriminat-
ing DD in a sober state from non-drinker drivers.

The assessment of psychological fitness-to-drive in DD is a relevant issue for driving
safety challenging the professionals of mobility centers. Previous research investigated
separately different psychological dimensions (i.e., cognition, behavior, personality, and
demographics) characterizing DD and rarely integrating them to reach a comprehensive
and accurate protocol of evaluation. The present study focused exclusively on labora-
tory tests assessing psychological aspects of fitness-to-drive including cognition, driving
behavior, and personality measures. The results suggested that mental rotation abilities
and the resilience of attention together with some pathological personality indicators (i.e.,
Psychoticism, Disconstraint; Negative Emotionality; Introversion) are useful measures in
identifying drivers caught for violations and probably differentially subjected to impression
management or self-deception. Despite the results presented here, and the importance
of personality in affecting driving behaviors, self-reported personality measures should
be considered with caution [108] considering their exposure to faking good, especially in
forensic assessments in which they could potentially lead to paradoxical effects. Further-
more, these results may be a relevant source of knowledge for researchers dealing with
both the prediction of motor vehicle-crashes and the driver’s liability in such events [109],
providing information about variables that are able in detecting drinker drivers.

This study suggests that the comprehensive evaluation of all the dimensions influenc-
ing the psychological fitness-to-drive approach, as an intervention for drunken driving,
can be improved with a few, but significant, changes to the current protocols.
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